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CAR PARK SURFACING



INTERNAL CAR PARKING

DEMARCATIONS

Car Park Surfacing

Deck Floor PU

Deck Floor PU Base with aggregates

Deck Prime EP

Concrete Substrate

Figure 1: Schematic for Deck Floor PU System

Typical car parking area undergo 
significantly higher level of abrasion and 
impact as compared to any part of the 
building. Continuous rubbing of tyre 
against concrete generates dust thus 
downgrading the cleanliness of the 
ambiance. Moreover, concrete is porous 
in nature, thus any oil spillage from 
vehicle gets absorbed by it leading to 
stain persistence. The friction offered to 
tyre by bare concrete is also less which 
can be detrimental specially for ramp 
and turning area.

Deck Screed Ready - Mix Screed based on Premium Quality River Sand

Deck Screed is a pre - blended, ready to 
use concrete with conctrolled shrinkage 
based on special hydraulic binder, 
graded aggregates and addiives. 
Available in ready - to - use bags, it 
makes the application easy and fast. It is 
designed to make levelling course when 
the concrete is having undulations more 
than 10 mm. 

Deck Screed SL High Performance Ready - Mix Self Leveling Screed 

Deck Screed SL is a pre-blended, ready-
to-use, fast setting concrete with 
controlled shrinkage based on special 
hydraulic binder, silt/dust free graded 
aggregates and additives. High strength 
material for leveling course. Deck Screed 
SL can be used as concrete flooring in 
place of vacuum dewatering flooring 
(TREMIX) system without compromising 
strength and durability.

We at Jaisons Construction Solutions 
provides innovative and durable for 
solutions for the car parking flooring. 
These products and system have been 
developed on the basis of more than 30 
years of experience in the flooring 
business. The solutions are focused 
around developing better construction 
practice and with our practical 

Deck CRSSpray Applied Concrete Resurfacing System

DECK CRS is spray on cementitious 
based polymer modified two part 
system designed for concrete 
restoration, protection and resurfacing. 
It is stable against sunlight and thus can 
be applied to external areas. It 
transforms plain concrete surfaces to an 
aesthetically pleasing and abrasion 
resistant one.

DECK FLOOR PUHeavy Duty Polyurethane Car Park system

Deck Floor PU is polyurethane based two 
component heavy duty floor coating 
system. It has  excellent bonding, 
flexibility, abrasion resistance and stain 
resistance  properties. It can be used as 
top coat for textured DECK CRS 
surfacing system for car park. 
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